CARA Alfresco Portal for secure, cost-effective
watermarked viewing of content created in Documentum

End user features
SEARCH

Cost-saving solution for secure large-scale
viewing of content created in Documentum
THE PROBLEM
A high license cost is incurred by a large number of read-only users who need to
view content that is created in Documentum by a relatively smaller set of users.
THE SOLUTION
The documents continue to be created and managed in Documentum. However,
for the large number of read-only users, the CARA Portal on Alfresco, allows them
to view this content from a platform that offers more security, scalability and PDF
watermarking control than a simple website, but avoids the large cost of
additional licenses for Documentum. The solution schedules migration of content
to (or removal of content from) Alfresco, which can be extremely competitive for
large-scale numbers of users, and offers all the robust scalability, searchability
and security of Documentum, even in the free Community Edition.

Users can formulate searches based on
taxonomies, metadata, or even full
text. The searches themselves are fully
configurable per Document View, so
different groups of users can have
different search attributes and
dropdowns available.

VIEWING WITH
WATERMARKING
The ability to watermark content with
data (e.g. status, the name of the user,
the date viewed and other validity
information) in order to ensure security
is a often a key user requirement. The
DocSecure module allows companies to
configure these overlays, and the
migration tool ensures that document
metadata is kept synchronized in
Alfresco when updated in
Documentum.

OTHER FEATURES
See the second page.

Configurations
DICTIONARIES
Dictionaries are sets of data values
which can be associated with
attributes, giving users picklists to
choose from; for example, when
running a search. These can be
maintained through the configuration
or imported / migrated from
Documentum using the migration job.

CARA Portal on Alfresco to view Documentum content
A relatively small number of users will
create content in companies which then
needs to be consumed by a large number of
users. Documentum is a leading platform
for the creation of such controlled content,
but often the scale and cost of licensing
required for viewing content created in
Documentum is prohibitive. Examples of
such content are:
 SOPs
 Company policies and procedures
 Content to share with third parties

and then re-run those saved searches at
a later time.
• End users can view document properties
in columns, a widget, or a popup screen
(all configurable).
• End users view content which can be
watermarked with the DocSecure tool to
overlay properties, date and time
information, user information or other
controls and text.
• End users can add or remove documents
from their Favorites.

Generis provides a solution which gives
customers the same rigorous control of
security, auditing, configurability and
scalability as keeping everything in
Documentum, but offers a major cost saving
by comparison. This involves scheduled
(e.g. nightly) migration of content to
Alfresco, from where users can search and
view watermarked and ACL controlled
content, with administrators able to
configure the views, display and options
available to users.

• Full auditing of user activities can be
configured in Alfresco.

Alfresco is the leading open source platform
for business critical document management,
created by one of the original founders of
Documentum, and is a modern, robust,
scalable and highly performing platform.

• Users can choose from a set of themes
for the display.

The CARA solution works as follows:
• Migration job – a pair of jobs export
content from Documentum and import it
into Alfresco. The schedule can be
configured, as can the set of documents
to be migrated (e.g. migrate newly
Effective documents, migrate a request
to delete newly Obsoleted documents).
• End users can find content through a
search, or if preferred through tree
navigation. Users can also save searches

• Administrators can configure
Dictionaries and Taxonomies of data
values to be used by users when
formulating their searches (see right
hand panel).

TAXONOMIES
Taxonomies are ways to relate multiple
dictionaries: e.g. Value “Asia” in
Dictionary “Continent” has only values
“India” and “China” available as values
from Dictionary “Country”. Again,
these are maintained in the Portal or
migrated from Documentum using the
migration job.

VIEW MANAGEMENT
With CARA Portal, different views can
be configured for different groups of
users using View Management, just like
in the main CARA application. Different
options can be made available to
different users, who can then
personally select options to create their
own, individual view. These settings
include:


The availability and formatting of
columns, from the arrangement of
a date to the addition of a custom
attribute.



Which Widgets are available (for
example: Properties, Versions, and
many more)



How documents are displayed: in
list, thumbnail, carousel, and other
display possibilities



Page settings

• Administrators can configure Document
Views (see right hand panel).
• Fully mobile device compatible – phones
and tablets.

Contact us
Please contact us to arrange a demo or request additional information.
We also provide free, fully functional evaluation downloads so that you
can work with our products and ensure they meet your requirements.
HQ:
info@generiscorp.com  www.generiscorp.com
+1-877-244-2022
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